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Access to higher education of students who are deaf is below the national average. Recently, there has been a growing number of applications for the automatic transcription of speech, which claim to make everyday speech more accessible to people who are Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing. However, these systems require a good command of the written language, and a significant proportion of the deaf public has low literacy skills. Moreover, we have very little data on how these audiences actually deal with captions. In this paper, we describe the MANES project, whose long-term goal is to assess the usefulness of captioning for the accessibility of lectures by students who are deaf. We present the first technical results of a real-time system to make course captioning suitable for the target audience.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, only 5% of people who are deaf access higher education [3]. Promoting accessibility to higher education for students who are deaf is a priority of the French government since the 2005 law [1] and is one of the key measures of the 2010-2012 program in favor for people who are deaf or hard-of-hearing [7]. Despite the legal obligation to adjust training programs to students with disabilities, no plan for inclusive pedagogy has been implemented yet for students who are deaf.

Interpreters in French signed language (LSF), coders in cued speech (LPC), transcribers with velotypes are among the many solutions for students who are deaf to access university courses. However, this requires financial and human resources which some universities cannot afford. Automatic captioning emerged recently thanks to high-performance automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems and might be seen as an accessibility solution, either on its own or as a complementary source to LSF [12]. However, if there have been much research for English language [6] [11], we only found one study exploring the use of captioning obtained via ASR for French lectures, using ‘re-voicing’ and collaborative editing [5]. As for already existing ASR system such as RogerVoice or Google, they state that such good
ASR systems permit a larger accessibility to oral communication in everyday life for people with hearing disorders. Yet, the users are supposed to have a good mastery of reading and a large part of the deaf community has low literacy level. So far, there have been little research about how to format transcriptions for this particular audience (e.g. highlighting keywords [4], [9]). Furthermore, despite ASR systems good performance, decoding errors are still problematic for captions comprehension [8], especially for students who are deaf who "do not read by ‘sounding the words out’". Finally, big companies’ systems are not configurable enough and are ethically questionable for a use in an academic context. Our objective is then to design, develop and study a real-time captioning system for students who are deaf to improve accessibility to lectures and self-appropriation of knowledge by providing adapted captions and lowering transcription errors due, for instance, to unknown vocabulary (OOV words).

2 PROJECT

Figure 1 is an overall view of the captioning system. Before class the teachers produce a list of keywords that represent important concepts or names in their course. Those keywords are used for collecting Wikipedia articles or from given lecture documents that are topic-related. The retrieved documents are used for language model adaptation of the ASR system. The aim is to add words to the vocabulary and to extract patterns that are relevant for the course (for e.g. ‘bubble sort algorithm’ for an algorithmic course). Those patterns are then assigned a higher probability to be recognized by the system. During class, the real-time ASR system is used to generate adapted captions. The keywords used to create the Wikipedia corpus are used to highlight important concepts in the captions.

3 METHOD

3.1 Development of an automatic captioning system

An automatic captioning system was developed thanks to the ASR Kaldi toolkit [10]. The first added value of our system is the spotting of keywords to make the understanding and extraction of lexical, semantic and syntactic clues easier and help students who are deaf with the note-taking. The second one is the adaptation of the ASR system (Figure 2). Indeed, ASR systems can only transcribe words that are in their lexicon. Creating a thematic corpus in relation to the course permits to add new vocabulary to the lexicon and increase the probability of n-grams that are domain-specific. This helps improving recognition results, leading to better understanding of captions.
3.2 Data

A 3-gram generic language model was trained from several French corpora: EUbookshop, TED2013, Wit3, GlobalVoices, Gigaword, Europarl-v7, MultiUN, Opencaptions2016, DGT, News Commentary, News WMT, LeMonde, Trames, Wikipedia. The acoustic model was trained from ESLO2 (126 hours of spontaneous speech) and ESTER2 (about 100 hours of radio broadcast: news, talks) corpora.

We also collected the following corpora for course-related language model training and decoding tests:

- transcribed recordings of university lectures (algorithmic, automatic translation, information retrieval, speech-to-speech translation): spontaneous noisy speech recorded with fixed microphone (about 4h19)\(^1\).
- Wikipedia articles collected thanks to course-related keywords (6 articles, 10167 words, 235 different words).

4 FIRST RESULTS

4.1 A captioning system for the deaf

A graphical interface was developed. It permits to load an complete a list of keywords or record and save a new list. Those keywords will be highlighted in the caption. The teacher launches the captioning via the interface. At the end of the class, he/she saves the ’.wav’ recording of the course and the captions in a ’.vtt’ format. He/she has the possibility to correct the captions before sharing them with the students. The example of a ’.vtt’ file on the right presents the obtained captions for ’Hello everyone my name is Eric, I am a teacher in computer science at the university and I work at the computer laboratory of Grenoble’. Each contains 2 lines max, 40 characters per line on average, highlighted keywords. Filler words are removed. The transcriptions are generated with temporal and spatial constraints: last at least 1 second on screen, check for update every 40 milliseconds, cut >40 characters sentences in two without cutting a word and cut >90 characters sentences into two captions. We set a 10 seconds limit of recording for one ’sentence’ to Kaldi online command.

\(^1\)Transcriptions have been made following the transcription conventions of the VALIBEL corpus [2]
4.2 Adaptation results

The adaptation of the language model (LM) was measured using perplexity (ppl). It calculates how much a language model is able to predict words of a text that was not used for its training (the lower the ppl, the better). The evaluation corpus is a university lecture about algorithmic. A 248 perplexity is obtained with the generic LM only. As you can see in Table 1 the interpolation of one or two topic-related LMs with the generic one is beneficial only if the generic LM interpolation coefficient is lower than the other(s). The best result (147.502 ppl) is obtained when B and C LMs are separated and have different coefficients. The B LM is composed of transcribed courses from the same teacher as the evaluation corpus. This shows that not only thematic data set is important but also user speech style representation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LM</th>
<th>Interpolation coefficients (sum to 1)</th>
<th>Ppl</th>
<th>LM weight</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>247.996</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A + B/C</td>
<td>B/C: 0.1</td>
<td>275.147</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A + B/C</td>
<td>A: 0.26, B/C: 0.74</td>
<td>208.957</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A + B/C</td>
<td>A: 0.26, B/C: 0.74</td>
<td>208.957</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>39.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A + B + C</td>
<td>A: 0.08, B: 0.43, C: 0.49</td>
<td>147.502</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>33.29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Perplexity measures for different Language Models and ASR performance.

4.3 Recognition results

The Word Error Rate (WER) was used for decoding performance evaluation (the lower, the better). As you can see in Table 1, the generic LM gives a 40.09% WER. Second and third LMs worsen the results. Increasing the LM weight for the third one gives a slightly better WER than reference (generic LM): -0.71 point. Finally, the best WER (33.29%) is achieved with the LM configuration that had the best perplexity, with a LM weight set to 8. We classified the substitution errors happening more than once in 4 classes (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OOV words</th>
<th>Grammatical err.</th>
<th>Homophonic err.</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Total subst.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.41%</td>
<td>19.97%</td>
<td>35.14%</td>
<td>41.49%</td>
<td>646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Most frequent transcription errors.

We called 'homophonic errors' substituted words that are homophonic or paronymic. ‘Others’ contains errors that may be due to errors in manual transcription, errors in vocabulary or uncategorisable errors (e.g. seven -> one) that may appear when alignment fails. It turns out that plenty of errors are due to homophony or paronymy (35.14%). A 33% WER is not good enough for tests but it could be lowered with more specific LM (ideal case with transcriptions of the test set used for LM interpolation gives a 4.61% WER).

5 FUTURE WORK:

Decoding could be improved with higher quality and less noisy recordings, so more datasets are needed. Indeed, in our test set, the teacher had a fixed mic rather than a headset. So signal is degraded when he moves and students are heard chitchatting. Using the generated captions for improving the language model for LM "speaker adaptation" will give better results as we saw in Table 1 with the C LM. We could also imagine post-class collaborative editing by hearing students to correct the captions. Future tests will be made to predict [4] and evaluate the impact of captions on students who are deaf during a lecture. Those tests will also give us clues for an optimized formatting of our captions.
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